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Abstract—We present a new methodology for automatic selection and
sizing of analog circuits demonstrated on the OTA circuit class. The
methodology consists of two steps: a generic topology selection method
supported by a “part-sizing” process and subsequent ﬁnal sizing. The
circuit topologies provided by a reuse library are classiﬁed in a topology
tree. The appropriate topology is selected by traversing the topology
tree starting at the root node. The decision at each node is gained
from the result of the part-sizing, which is in fact a node-speciﬁc set
of simulations. The ﬁnal sizing is a simulation-based optimization. We
signiﬁcantly reduce the overall simulation effort compared to a classical
simulation-based optimization by combining the topology selection with
the part-sizing process in the selection loop. The result is an interactive
user friendly system, which eases the analog designer’s work signiﬁcantly
when compared to typical industrial practice in analog circuit design.
The topology selection method and sizing process are implemented as a
tool into a typical analog design environment. The design productivity
improvement achievable by our method is shown by a comparison to
other design automation approaches.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Design automation for analog integrated circuits is still immature
compared to the highly automated synthesis ﬂow for digital circuits.
We observe a severe bottleneck in analog VLSI design; the design
of the analog parts of a mixed signal chip project is usually more
time consuming than the design of the digital parts [14], [15], even
when the analog parts contain far less components. This shows
the need for new and better analog design methods. Analog circuit
design requires two steps: topology creation and subsequent sizing.
Analog synthesis methods are typically (1) methods for topology
selection or synthesis methods and (2) automated sizing methods
[1]. Many attempts have been made in the past to improve the
analog design process. Approaches in the last century were based
on pool selection (e.g. IDAC [12]), heuristics (e.g. OASYS [4],
OPASYN [5]) or genetic algorithms (e.g. DARWIN [6]), but saw little
acceptance by industrial designers. Recent approaches have focused
on determining sizing rules which lead to automatically sized and
centered, technically meaningful and robust designs (e.g. MARS [2]),
detecting matching conditions for sizing using symmetry computation
(where there are multiple symmetry axes as well: Sizing Rules
[8]), structural synthesis of analog circuits based on hierarchicallyorganized building blocks (e.g. MOJITO [9]) or the intentional
utilization of existing design knowledge (e.g. FEATS [10]).
II. A NALOG R EUSE OF S UITABLE OTA C IRCUITS
Our initial industrial chip investigation showed, that the transconductance ampliﬁer (OTA) belongs to the most widely used circuit
classes with a large number of topology variants [3]. We extracted
the most commonly used topology variants in the OTA circuit class.
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These are differential ampliﬁers (the simplest OTAs) with p-MOSinput transistors and symmetrical OTAs with p-MOS input transistors.
We found some simple OTA topologies that can be reused ﬁxdimensioned within the same technology. Based on interviews with
analog designers and ﬁndings of our chip investigation, we extracted
two dozen OTA-topologies with a high expected reuse rate and
integrated them in our reuse library. Currently, we restrict our OTA
reuse library to topology sizes of about 30 transistors in order to keep
it manageable. Based on the chip investigation, we anticipate that the
reuse library will cover 80 % of the requirements commonly arising
in practice.
III. T OPOLOGY S ELECTION M ETHOD
Different topologies in one circuit class are ordered in a tree
structure into a reuse library [3]. Enhancements in analog circuit
topologies – resulting in higher circuit complexity – arise out of
the circuit development process. Each circuit enhancement, which
typically is created by introducing additional basic building blocks
such as current mirrors or the like, results in a new child (next
complexity level) in the tree structure. Only topologies with signiﬁcant enhancements are selected to build the tree. For selecting
an appropriate topology the topologies are checked one by one to
see if they meet the speciﬁed output values. Checking starts with
the simplest circuits (parents in the tree structure) and goes on to
increasingly more complicated structures (children). Yes-no questions
are deﬁned for navigation through the tree structure. These are
questions a designer would ask, if he had to choose a topology for
solving a problem. These are related to the output parameters, that
are characteristic for the enhancement, and that make the relevant
difference between the architectures in a circuit class. We have set
the questions by comparing the presented circuit topologies. These
questions can be answered by simulations or by solving equations
[3]. We answer them in our new method with a “part-sizing” process
and simulations.
While moving through the tree structure some topologies are excluded without the necessity of being checked. This saves computing
power, and consequently time. We expect designers to embrace this
method as it closely resembles the way they choose topologies to
solve their problems. Fig. 1 shows a simpliﬁed ﬂowchart of our
method.
IV. AUTOMATIC S IZING P ROCESS
The sizing process in our method is based on scripts, which
make use of a universal test bench customized for this purpose
with script-based equations and Cadence’s “global optimization”
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Fig. 1. Circuit topology selection method

technology. The simulations deliver technology-speciﬁc results, using
a technology-independent test bench with technology-independent
equations. Simulation-based results are more accurate than simpliﬁed
algebraic equations prepared for this purpose. With these scripts we
check if there are transistor parameters which, when placed into our
topologies, yield the desired results. Test cases for universal checking
of all possible OTA topologies are deﬁned.
Eleven performance parameters can be regarded: transconductance,
input voltage range, offset voltage (systematic and statistical), noise,
max. power consumption, max. output current, voltage gain and
output resistance, frequency response, common mode rejection ratio
(CMRR) and power supply rejection ratio (PSRR). Technologyspeciﬁc values of transistor parameters are considered through the
pdk data in the sizing process in simulations. This causes the choice
of the circuit topology and the sizing process to be speciﬁc for the
currently used technology.
Having observed the day-to-day sizing work done by designers, we
came to the conclusion that it is almost impossible to avoid iterations
during the complete sizing process. If an output performance parameter is optimized, the others are usually affected as well. This happens
because of the correlations between the performance parameters of
the circuit and the transistor parameters. Thus transistor parameters
which have already been set, have to be readjusted more than once.
We use an iterative algorithm to ﬁt the performance parameters to
the speciﬁed values. The sizing process is a series of checking and
optimization operations in a loop as shown in Fig. 3.
V. I MPLEMENTATION IN AN I NDUSTRIAL D ESIGN F LOW
The tool based on our method is implemented in the Cadence
DFII 6.1.6 Design Environment. It is programmed in the Skill
programming language, as a Cadence Assistant (see Fig. 2). It
consists of three sections implemented in the GUI as index tabs. The
ﬁrst index tab is a section with a table where a designer puts in the
design speciﬁcation by setting the desired values of the performance
parameters. The second index tab is the section which navigates him
through the topology tree to ﬁnd the right architecture for his task.
With the third index tab he can start the entire sizing process for the
chosen architecture.
We implemented the tool into an industrial analog design ﬂow.
The tool supports the analog designer’s typical activities. The ﬂow

Fig. 2. Our tool implemented as a Cadence Assistant

Fig. 3. Automatic sizing process: Pn is a performance parameter. Cn is a
circuit checking procedure. Sx is a sizing step (sizing of the chosen circuit
for one performance parameter). Performance Parameters with logarithmic
characteristic are converted into linear values for comparison (in the step
“determine worst Px ”). The performance parameter with the highest relative
deviation is sized in next step in the loop.

is as follows: At ﬁrst the designer places generic OTA-symbols for
ideal OTAs into the design. These are ideal voltage-controlled current
sources. They are marked in red. Based on these ideal sources the
designer is able to simulate his design on the system level. When the
simulation at this hierarchical level produces satisfactory results, the
designer starts replacing the generic OTAs by real circuits using our
tool. To do this the designer has to mark a generic red OTA and start
the program. Then the designer has to enter the OTA requirements in
the table in the index tab, if he wants to use the automatic selection
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option. He then starts the topology selection in the second index
tab. He can cede the selection of an appropriate topology to the tool
by using our generic topology selection method. When using this
option a progress bar shows graphically the progress of the selection
process. Instead of this, the designer can also choose the topology
manually from a list, if he is sure to know the right architecture for the
application. In both cases the corresponding circuit is automatically
copied from the reuse library to the project library and the red OTA
symbol, indicating an ideal OTA, changes automatically to green.
Green colored OTA symbols denote real OTA circuits.
After topology selection and automatic sizing the designer can
simulate again at the system level. The topology selection with
subsequent automatic sizing is complete when the simulation of the
system is successful.
VI. C OMPARISON WITH OTHER M ETHODS
Our tree selection method is faster than pool-selection methods,
as it cuts computation time. Selecting a topology for an application
from a pool of circuits requires checking every architecture and
differentiating between those that pass the speciﬁcation and those
that fail. With our tree selection method [3] we have to check only
a small subset of topologies contained in the reuse library. In our
method all topologies of a circuit class are ordered in a tree structure.
For selecting an appropriate topology the topologies are checked one
by one to see if they meet the speciﬁed output values. Checking starts
with the simplest circuits (parents in the tree structure) and goes on
to increasingly more complex structures (children). Increasing complexity arises from speciﬁc circuit enhancements to meet increased
requirements, typically by inserting additional building blocks, e.g.
current mirrors or alike. Thus, the tree traversal can be ﬁnished,
when the ﬁrst topology is reached which meets the speciﬁcation.
Our reuse library of OTAs consists of 24 topologies. With our tree
selection method the maximum number of topologies, which have to
be checked within this pool, is 4.
Topology synthesis tools build completely new topologies based
on algorithms or by combining building blocks. In contrast to this
approaches in our method the architectures have already been used
in many designs and therefore are widely tested and robust.
Comparing our sizing method with Cadence’s “global optimization”, it can be seen that our method is faster. For an illustration we
compare the calculation effort of both approaches. The calculation
effort of an algorithm is given by the runtime complexity O(n),
where the input n denotes the problem size. The problem of sizing
a circuit is characterized by an n-dimensional solution space S,
where n denotes the number of variables to be determined (typically
widths and lengths of the transistors). When the solution is created
by performing a number of simulations, the calculation effort can be
written as
(1)
O(n) = i · pn
where p denotes the number of considered values for each variable,
i.e. the distance between two neighboring variable values can be
regarded as the “resolution” for the search in S. For simpliﬁcation we
assume in this formula, that p has the same value for all variables.
The factor i denotes the number of simulations, which has to be
performed for one point in S, i.e. one set of variable values.
In case of ”global optimization” we can write
Ogo (ngo ) = igo · pngo

(2)

Because in this method the entire solution space S is investigated,
ngo equals the number of all variables contained in the circuit. Thus,
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for a circuit with t transistors ngo can be up to 2t, if all widths and
lengths have to be varied independently. The ”global optimization”
approach uses intelligent techniques to navigate in S, thus reducing
the number of performed simulations. Therefore igo can be assumed
to be signiﬁcantly less than 1.
In our method we are reducing the solution space. The maximum
effort for our method can be described approximately by
Ogts (ngts ) = igts · igo · pngts

(3)

In this equation igts is the number of iterations needed by the program
to size the circuit. The number of simulation points p should have
the same value, as in case of the “global optimization” for results
with comparable quality. In our method ngts is the highest number
of variables needed to set one performance parameter. Our method
is faster, because the value of ngts is for more than one performance
parameter always smaller than the value of ngo .
We made many attempts for sizing different OTAs with our tool.
One of the OTAs was a symmetrical transonductance ampliﬁer with
p-mos inputs showed in Fig. 4. Speciﬁed values and actual values
for one sizing process for this example are shown in Fig. 5. For this
example we get a ngo = 6 when we are using “global optimization”.
With our method a ngts = 3 is sufﬁcient (only a reduced number
of design variables has to be considered), but we are using igts = 3
iterations. We were working on a Linux system. Our processor is an
Intel Xeon CPU E5-2640 with 2.5 GHz and 64 GB RAM. We have
measured an optimization time of 11 min and 27 sec.
A comparison of our method with other methods and tools is shown
in Fig. 6.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a tool consisting of two procedures: selection
of a circuit topology and a subsequent automatic sizing. Both
procedures emulate an expert’s best practice of designing analog
circuits. Furthermore, both procedures signiﬁcantly save design effort
and computation time. In the tree-based topology selection only a
small subset of topologies of a given pool has to be investigated.
The automatic sizing method cuts computation time by dividing the
simulation-based optimization into sequential optimizations steps. In
every step only one performance parameter is optimized, and thus
only a reduced number of design variables has to be considered. The
architectures in our reuse library have been used in many designs
and are ”silicon proven”. First tests with this tool were so satisfying
that we expect an industrial use in 2017.
VIII. F UTURE R ESEARCH
We are actually working to prove the general convergence of our
method.
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Fig. 4. Symmetrical transconductance ampliﬁer with p-mos inputs; one of the circuits in our
reuse library, which have been sized with our tool.
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